TALENT RELEASE
Photography/Video/Voice Recordings Release:
I (Talent)_________________________________ hereby agree to the following:
The Atlanta Workshop Players (AWP) is free to utilize any photographs(s), digital images, videos and voice recordings of Talent in conjunction with the promotion
of AWP and its projects, in keeping with the AWP mission. I understand that there will be no compensation for this usage. AWP has my permission to use said
photographs, video & voice recordings in company newsletters, brochures, inhouse video presentations, television news programs, film & video festivals, on the
internet and any other media, to promote AWP and original works in development. There is no time limit on this usage.
ATLANTA WORKSHOP PLAYERS
Cast & Crew Participation and Release Agreement
This Participation and Release Agreement memorializes the participation of CONTRIBUTOR as a production team MEMBER for projects with The Atlanta
Workshop Players Inc. (hereinafter known as AWP and Producer). CONTRIBUTOR, enters into this agreement of his/her own free will and fully understands its
scope, which shall be herewith in force, in perpetuity. PRODUCER is the creator of the project/s, including but not limited to movie, sound recording and still
photography that you are participating in and that will appear on Producer’s website, in festivals and other media and be owned by PRODUCER. Music Video
Projects will be owned by the recording artists and may be used at their discretion, including for public broadcast and DVD sales. AWP, as Producer will have full
right to the use of music videos for promotional purposes including, but not limited to AWP’s website.
PARTICIPATION:
• CONTRIBUTOR agrees and understands that ownership and full creative control of project(s) they are appearing in belongs to the PRODUCER and recording
artists and includes but is not limited to all creative concepts, artistic choices, editing, content, packaging, marketing, promotions, revisions, distribution, retail, and
copyright rights in this universe in perpetuity.
• CONTRIBUTOR's scope of participation will also include biographical information and endorsements for possible use in the AWP website as well as other
marketing and promotions.
• It is determined that the PRODUCER will edit the CONTRIBUTOR's project in order to utilize all, part or none of it.
• I further understand that PRODUCER can use my likeness and name in connection with the AWP website, which includes but is not limited to: quotes, credits,
endorsements, promotional material and/or being listed in correspondence in connection with the website.
• I understand that my project may be archived and available for viewing by all those going to the website.
COMPENSATION:
• The CONTRIBUTOR understands that participation in this project/s was educational in nature and agrees to accept a copy of their project/s in lieu of monetary
compensation. This amount of compensation will stand as the total and complete compensation for all time for services rendered by the CONTRIBUTOR.
CREDIT:
• The CONTRIBUTOR (if their sound or video performance is utilized) will receive credit on the website and wherever their video performances are included.
• CONTRIBUTOR agrees and understands that the PRODUCER may include the CONTRIBUTOR's title and/or occupation wherever their name appears.
ARBITRATION:
By becoming a party to this Agreement, each party is agreeing to have all disputes, claims or controversies arising out of or relating to this Agreement decided by
neutral binding arbitration, and is giving up any rights it might possess to have those matters litigated in a court or jury trial. By becoming a party to this Agreement,
each party is giving up its judicial rights to discovery and appeal except to the extent that they are specifically provided for under this Agreement. If any party
refuses to submit to arbitration after agreeing to this provision, that party may be compelled to arbitrate under federal or state law. By becoming a party to this
Agreement, each party confirms that its agreement to this arbitration provision is voluntary.
WHEREAS, I ENTER INTO THE ABOVE AGREEMENT, I, the signee below will perform as a CONTRIBUTOR during The Atlanta Workshop Players’ Movie and
Music Video Camp and other AWP camps, classes and workshops and understand that any disagreements arising from this agreement will be settled by binding
arbitration.

SIGNATURE_____________________________________________

DATE____________________

